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Everything must change... Celina and her friends
are revealing in this latest victory in Everscape, but
to what cost? After hearing that one of her old
friend's mind is trapped within Everscape and that
the race is against the clock to save her teammate,
all bets are off. The stakes are bigger and more life
threatening than any other point between Celina
and the rest of her crew. With all the changes in
their lives and those changes that are supposed to
be taking over Everscape, is their virtual life worth
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any more or not? At what cost is worth it?Champion
of Everscape is the third book in the Everscape
Online Trilogy, A Fantasy GameLit RPG Adventure
series set in the world of Everscape Online a
MMORPG.Everscape OnlineTraitor of Golden Blaze Book 1 of 3Queen of Ragnarok - Book 2 of
3Champion of Everscape - Book 3 of 3
Tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog bestieren twee
joodse zussen - Janny en Lien Brilleslijper - een van
de grootste onderduikadressen in Nederland: 't
Hooge Nest, een villa in het Gooi. Terwijl de laatste
Joden in Nederland worden opgejaagd gaat het
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leven van enkele tientallen onderduikers zo goed
en kwaad als het ging door, pal onder de neus van
NSB-buren. Toch wordt het Nest verraden en de
familie Brilleslijper belandt met een van de laatste
transporten in Bergen-Belsen, samen met de
familie Frank. 't Hooge Nest is een bloedstollend
boek over moed, verraad en menselijke veerkracht.
The ultimate super roleplaying game returns to
reclaim its crown in Champions Complete! All the
legendary flexibility and power of the renowned
HERO System 6th Edition rules engine, plus all the
superhero goodness Champions has been famous
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for over 30 years, now in one pulse-pounding,
senses -shattering, heroic handbook of
superpowered action! At 240 pages, Champions
Complete includes everything superhero gamers
need, and nothing they don't. New players will love
the unmatched freedom of Champions that allows
them to create and play exactly the hero they
imagine. Longtime fans will appreciate the tight,
concise new approach, presenting the full game
system in a fraction of its former length. CREATE
and play the hero that you want. AN excellent
purchase for first time players and handy
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companion for long time players. THE Hero System
you know and love, in a condensed and easy to use
format. INCLUDES everything a gamemaster needs
to create anything from a single session to an
extended campaign. Note: This product
(Champions Complete/HERO2000) is a stand-alone,
moderately priced book for playing Champions:
arguably the most popular and longest-running
superhero game in roleplaying history. It contains
all of the rules necessary to play Champions: The
Super Roleplaying Game, with no other book
required.
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Transnational Cooperation: An Issue-Based
Approach presents an analysis of transnational
cooperation or collective action that stresses basic
concepts and intuition. Throughout the book,
authors Clint Peinhardt and Todd Sandler identify
factors that facilitate and/or inhibit such
cooperation. The first four chapters lay the
analytical foundations for the book, while the next
nine chapters apply the analysis to a host of
exigencies and topics of great importance. The
authors use elementary game theory as a tool for
illustrating the ideas put forth in the text. Game
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theory reminds us that rational actors (for example,
countries, firms, or individuals) must account for
the responses by other rational actors. The book
assumes no prior knowledge of game theory; all
game-theoretic concepts and analyses are
explained in detail to the reader. Peinhardt and
Sandler also employ paired comparisons in
illustrating the book's concepts. The book is rich in
applications and covers a wide range of topics,
including superbugs, civil wars, money laundering,
financial crises, drug trafficking, terrorism, global
health concerns, international trade liberalization,
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acid rain, leadership, sovereignty, and many
others. Students, researchers, and policymakers
alike have much to gain from Transnational
Cooperation. It is a crossover book for economics,
political science, and public policy.
HERO System Basic Rulebook
Champions Complete
RPG Journal
New Amsterdam City
Warsong the RPG, Second Edition
Gaming Programs for All Ages at the Library
Een imposant portret van de literaire
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grootmeester De veelgeprezen biograaf
Blake Bailey werd door Philip Roth
aangewezen om zijn levensverhaal te
schrijven. Volledig onafhankelijk in zijn
verdere aanpak kreeg Bailey toegang tot
Roths persoonlijke archief en sprak hij
diens vrienden, geliefden en collega’s.
Ook met Roth zelf voerde hij zeldzaam
openhartigegesprekken. Bailey beschrijft
hoe Roth opgroeide in een Joods gezin uit
de arbeidersklasse, hoe zijn literaire
carrière bijna ontspoorde door zijn
eerste, catastrofale huwelijk en hoe hij
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een pleitbezorger werd voor dissidente
schrijvers uit het Oostblok. Ook onthult
Bailey de waarheid over Roths tumultueuze
liefdesleven, en dan met name zijn bijna
twintig jaar durende relatie met actrice
Claire Bloom. Door de jaren heen zou Roth
met elk aspect en vele verschillende
stijlen van de naoorlogse Amerikaanse
literatuur in aanraking komen, van
realisme tot farce, van metafictie tot de
tragiek van De Amerikaanse Trilogie. Het
resultaat van Blake Baileys jarenlange
onderzoek naar Philip Roth is een uiterst
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leesbare, allesomvattende biografie van
een van de grootste schrijvers van onze
tijd.
Strategies for Unlocking Achievements from
100 top games including: Halo 3 (All 1250)
Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare Bioshock
Army of Two DiRT Bully: Scholarship
Edition Fable 2 Too Human Marvel Ultimate
Alliance Blue Dragon Alone in the Dark And
Many More! Fast Points Earn five thousand
gamer points in 24 hours of gameplay, 1000
points in 5 minutes, and 25 easy
achievements. Points Galore TMNT (4 hours
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1,000 points) Avatar (10 minutes 1,000
points) CSI (5 hours 1,000 points) Jumper
(6 hours 1,000 points)
Legend speelt zich af in het Los Angeles
van 2130, dat ondergelopen is na een
overstroming. De 15-jarige June, telg uit
de elite van de Republiek, is een
wonderkind. Ze is gehoorzaam en loyaal en
wordt dan ook klaargestoomd voor een van
de belangrijkste functies in de militaire
rangorde van haar land. De eveneens
15-jarige Day, geboren in een sloppenwijk,
is de meest gezochte crimineel van de
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Republiek. Normaal gesproken zouden hun
wegen zich nooit kruisen, maar dat gebeurt
wel als de broer van June, een belangrijke
militair, wordt vermoord en Day de
hoofdverdachte is. De overheid opent de
jacht op hem. Een ultiem kat-en-muisspel
tussen June en Day gaat van start: zij wil
haar broers dood wreken, terwijl hij
probeert uit handen van de overheid te
blijven en intussen ook nog zijn familie
wil redden van een mysterieuze epidemie.
Maar dan komt June erachter dat de
overheid iets met haar broers dood te
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maken heeft en er alles aan doet om dat
verborgen te houden.
A Sci-Fi Conspiracy Roleplaying Campaign
Guide for Earth 2045 C.E. using the
Champions Complete RPG ruleset
Transmedia Foundations
Transnational Cooperation
Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics
The Superhero Book
UnOfficial Xbox360 Achievements
The Social and Cultural Significance of
Online Games

Appealing to the casual
comic book reader as well
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as the hardcore graphic novel fan, this ultimate AtoZ
compendium describes everyoneʼs favorite
participants in the eternal battle between good and
evil. With nearly 200 entries examining more than
1,000 heroes, icons and their place in popular
culture, it is the first comprehensive profile of
superheroes across all media, following their path
from comic book stardom to radio, television,
movies, and novels. The best-loved and most
historically significant superheroes̶mainstream and
counterculture, famous and forgotten, best and
worst̶are presented with numerous full-color
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illustrations, including dozens of classic comic
covers. Each significant era of the superhero is
explored̶from the Golden Age of the 1930s, 1940s,
and 1950s through the Modern Age̶providing a
unique perspective of the role of the hero over the
course of the 20th century and beyond. This latest
edition has been revised to reflect updates on
existing characters, coverage of new characters, and
recent films and media trends in the last several
years.
This handbook collects, for the first time, the state of
research on role-playing games (RPGs) across
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disciplines, cultures, and media in a single,
accessible volume. Collaboratively authored by more
than 50 key scholars, it traces the history of RPGs,
from wargaming precursors to tabletop RPGs like
Dungeons & Dragons to the rise of live action roleplay and contemporary computer RPG and
massively multiplayer online RPG franchises, like
Fallout and World of Warcraft. Individual chapters
survey the perspectives, concepts, and findings on
RPGs from key disciplines, like performance studies,
sociology, psychology, education, economics, game
design, literary studies, and more. Other chapters
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integrate insights from RPG studies around broadly
significant topics, like transmedia worldbuilding,
immersion, transgressive play, or player‒character
relations. Each chapter includes definitions of key
terms and recommended readings to help fans,
students, and scholars new to RPG studies find their
way into this new interdisciplinary field.
The Basic Rulebook contains all of the core HERO
System 6th Edition rules, including character
creation, combat and adventuring, and equipment but without all of the options and details found in the
standard rulebook. The Basic Rulebook boils the
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HERO System down to its essential elements so you
can easily teach yourself the game, bring new
players into your campaign quickly, or refresh your
memory on a crucial rule. And when you're ready to
move up to the complete HERO System, learning it
will be a snap because the Basic Rulebook's already
taught you the basics!
Ever thought about capturing a queen, amassing
real estate gold, or striking down a zombie or two?
For centuries, games have stimulated the
imagination. They have divided, and they have
united. They have driven our competitive spirit and
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indulged our fancy. Live an entire lifetime in a few
rolls of the dice. Push a few buttons and sustain
perfect health. Essentially, games have and will
continue to provide people worldwide a break from
the everyday grind. With more than forty chapters,
GamesÆ Most WantedÖ whisks readers away into
the fantasyland of games. Learn more about board
games that have.
PC Gamer
Imaginary Friends
In the Footsteps of Champions
Enacting Corporate Social Consciousness
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The Top 10 Book of Players, Pawns, and Power-Ups
A Practical Guide for Librarians
Social consciousness is neither corporate social
responsibility (CSR) nor public relations but a mindset
that understands and accepts the interconnectedness of
the economic, social and natural environments that can
cause internal disruptions in an organization. Socially
conscious organizations do not come to existence without
socially conscious managers. The book will enable
socially conscious managers to become impact champions
through three pathways so that they can successfully
initiate and run socially responsible business innovations,
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CSR projects and social entrepreneurial ventures. The
book is organized into five parts. Part 1 sets the context
and provides the readers with tools to reflect on
contemporary social and environmental issues and their
own personal orientations for action. For developing the
skills necessary to be capable of contributing to the triple
bottom line, young managers need to deepen their
understanding of social problems, developmental issues,
threats to the environment and long-standing issues of
sustainability and environmental management, all of
which are woven into various chapters. In the next four
parts, the book progresses through three pathways,
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namely, socially driven business innovation, CSR, and
social entrepreneurship. Being an Impact Champion
hopes to instill confidence in new managers to talk about
socially and environmentally sensitive issues facing the
corporate world and thereby expand their capacity to
influence.
From the ranks of the paupers, comes the champion of
kings! Now you can explore the incredibly diverse
possibilities of options available to characters through
their backgrounds. Talent Law provides GMs and players
with a new system of customizing characters through
background options. In addition, GMs can now create
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new races that are inherently balanced against all other
races in the game! In Talent Law you get: -- A pointbased system for background options that allows
characters to select from: -- Special Training (e.g., Elvish
Training, Natural Horseman, Outdoorsman, etc.) -Special Abilities (e.g., Lucky, Eye of the Hawk, Blessed
by War God, etc.) -- Physical Abilities (e.g., Infravision,
Resilient, Ambidexterity, etc.) -- Mental Abilities (e.g.,
Telepathy, Battle Reflexes, Photographic Memory, etc.) -Mystical Abilities (e.g., Destiny Sense, Look of Eagles,
etc.). -- Complete guidelines for the GM to customize the
background options to his own world. -- A new system for
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determining starting wealth for characters based upon
their selected wealth levels (e.g., a character can choose
to have a wealthy background or a penniless peasant
background). -- A point-based system for a GM to use in
creating new races for his world. Using this system will
result in new races being balanced when used with all of
the races currently in the RMSS. The Ultimate RPG
Toolkit One system; one set of rules; all possible games!
The Rolemaster Standard System provides you, the
Gamemaster, with all the guidelines you need for your
role playing games. Just choose the tools your current
game requires, and you are off and running. There are
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four core books that will allow you to runany fantasybased game: -- Rolemaster Standard Rules: "TM" The
rules needed to play Rolemaster with 20 professions and
dozens of training packages. -- Arms Law: "TM" The
complete Rolemaster melee and missile combat system! -Spell Law: "TM" The complete Rolemaster magic system
(over 2,000 spells). -- Gamemaster Law: "TM" The
definitive guide for GMs of all systems! These four
products also provide the rules framework for any other
RPG genre. Just choose the appropriate additional tools
from the host of RMSS resources: "Law" books,
sourcebooks, genre books, and companions. Please
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contact your game supplier (or ICE) for more
information.
Imaginary Friends is an adventure for the Hero
System/Champions 6th Edition and Savage Worlds in
which invisible playmates come to life with deadly
consequences. As much a long-term campaign supplement
as an adventure, it features a set of strategies and events
using the characters and depicting forces at work, rather
than a completely linear narrative. You'll meet an
entertaining array of sinister and unique characters who
will engage roleplayers in tests of combat and the mind
unlike anything you've seen before! I know you've
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probably heard that before once or twice, but I really
mean it. Every playtest of this adventure has been
fantastic, be it rules light or rules heavy. We hope you'll
be pleased and surprised at what you find inside the
pages of Imaginary Friends. It's a very different sort of
gaming experience. What's inside: * A full supervillain
team. (It wouldn't be nearly as cool an adventure if there
wasn't a full supervillain team in it) * Villains opposing
other villains! * A vast array of map locations that are
easily reusable in any modern setting! * The groundwork
for an easy to expand evil secret organization! * A
sinister master mind! * A lesser master mind! * An agentPage 28/51
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level mastermind! * Absolutely no mimes (or Master
Mimes) whatsoever!
There are secrets that they don't teach in school.
Bookmarks in history books that point to pages that don't
exist. The world that has been sold to us is not authentic.
The sterile white rooms that test observable reality exist to
protect us from the things that we might find out if we
look for ourselves. Science would have you believe that
everything that is has only existed for a finite period of
time. Humans are only 200,000 years old. We'll celebrate
our world's five billionth birthday in about half a billion
years. The books will tell you that we were hunterPage 29/51
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gatherers first. We emerged from evolution only recently.
We're just a blink in the eye of the universe, hurling
through space on a lonely rock. Alone in the universe
with nothing on the other side of reality. Lies. We, and
the world we live on, is far older than they tell us. There
is another world that existed before. Before we evolved.
Before the dinosaurs. Before the great ice ages. Before
Jesus. Before Babel. Before Pangea. Before everything
we know and everything that science teaches us there was
a time of technology and magic. Of heroes and gods who
walked among us. Of divine creatures barely removed
from the birth of our world. This was a time before our
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eyes were blinded. Before our ears failed to hear the
songs of the incarna. Before our souls withered away
from the disconnection to the truth. This is the story we
have forgotten. This is the Warsong. Delve into the
fantastic, futuristic world of Lemuria in Warsong, the
Sengoku Punk role-playing game. This 362 page core
book includes everything you need to play!
Extinction Event
City of Champions Online
de Tuin Van Suldrun
Role-Playing Game Studies
Champions
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The Super Roleplaying Game
Gaming Programs for All Ages at the Library
shows you how you can launch and support
gaming programming in your library. Everything
from acquisitions to budgeting to circulation is
covered in this practical guide, as well as
promotion, assessment, and experiential
learning opportunities.
Tracing the first three decades of The University
of Tennessee Lady Volunteers, this work
captures the enthusiasm, determinations, and
vision of those who created the foundations of
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this leading women's athletic program.
Illustrations throughout.
Having found the tragic truth that an art degree
is worth less than the paper it is printed on,
Jacquelyn Jones is frustrated with her dead end
work as a graphic designer for a marketing firm,
finding new ways to try and convince people that
this week's 50 cent off sale is actually worth
driving to the store. She's tried other
VRMMORPGs, but they've all been fantasybased, with a couple sci-fi games thrown in. But
she wants something more, something
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Super.Superhero VRMMOs have had a... subpar
reception in the past, in part due to the fact that
the nature of most MMOs makes for fairly
unheroic tales. After the couple hundredth time
blasting the same group of mooks from the same
faction on the same street corner of the same
city, using the same powerset as everyone else
because you only have a few options, it is hard
to think of yourself as a hero anymore.But then
she heard about City of Champions Online. For
the first time, a developer partnered with a
tabletop RPG maker to use their system to create
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a VRMMORPG, and it was one of the systems
designed to be used with superhero games! And
despite the name, there was no getting stuck in
the same city as all the other players. The game
world was a detailed replica of the real world,
down to having some of the same shops and
restaurants in town. She could be whoever she
wanted, whatever she wanted.Now, she just has
to find a way to become the heroine she's always
wanted to be.------------------------------------The world
of CoC is not a happy one, but it is not grimdark,
either. It is like the world we live in, but with
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superheroes and game-like elements, where the
ones regarded as heroes aren't always the most
heroic amongst us. While the main characters in
CoC are not as... extreme as those in my other
stories, and at least try to be heroes, there is
material some will find disturbing.**This is a
compilation of Issues 1-5 of City of Champions
Online.**
Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics presents the
Relative Performance Grading (RPG) system of
statistical measures, which ends all arguments
over how good college football teams are relative
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to one another. Using grammar school
mathematics and a dash of ingenious reasoning,
Mike Nemeth exposes the need for, and then
invents, a new set of statistical measures to
explain how and why one team wins and another
loses a college football game. The new statistics
assign a numerical grade to the playing
performances of both winners and losers, just as
a student receives a numerical grade on a school
test. The grades in this RPG system replace
won/lost records and differentiate well-played
wins from ugly wins and well-played losses from
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ugly losses. RPG accurately ranks college
football teams according to how well they’ve
played the game, i.e. how good a team they are
(and, NOT how good their record appears to be).
Science Fiction Video Games
A Champions RPG Campaign Setting
Lyonesse, Boek 1
Last Stand
The Witcher - De laatste wens (filmeditie)
The Functions of Role-Playing Games

"Over only a few decades, digital gaming has become a major global
leisure activity that now rivals the movie and music sectors. Due to this
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increasingly widespread popularity, gaming has in recent years
become the focus of increased academic interest and activity, but still
little is know about those who play digital games. Online Gaming in
Context is the first book to explicitly and comprehensively address how
digital games are experienced and engaged with in the everyday lives,
social networks, and consumer patterns of those who play them. In
doing so, the book provides a key introduction to the study of gamers
and the games they play, whilst also reflecting on the current debates
and literatures surrounding the virtual world"-Last Stand - A Tale of Two Champions Fantasy RPG Prop Journal
with lined and dot grid pages for listing spells, contacts, and inventory.
Plan and execute adventures and encounters, draw building plans and
dungeons as you plan your adventure as the Game Master or on the go
as a player. 120 Pages. Fantasy RPG interior. High-Quality 6x9 in
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Prop Notebook for Role Playing Games. RPG accessories and
supplies. Great gift for RPG lovers. Take a look at our Author Page
for more RPG Prop Notebooks & Journals.
A one-stop, complete guide to tabletop role-playing games for novice
librarians as well as seasoned players. • Discusses collection
development, cataloging, and programs for teens • Supplies detailed
reviews of scores of popular and less well-known role-playing games
• Outlines a variety of affordable, effective programs for teens that
involve role-playing tabletop games
A sequel to the best-selling guide to online games covers some four
thousand new online games, providing locations, addresses, directions,
and tips on interactive and electronic games on AOL, CompuServe,
Prodigy, Microsoft Network, and the Internet. Original. (All Users).
Philip Roth
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NetGames 2
The Best of Everything Basketball Book
An Issue-Based Approach
Champions of Ruin
Super People = A Champions RPG Characters Collection
Vols. for 1895- include "Official register of the land and naval
forces of the state of New York, 1895Understand Video Games as Works of Science Fiction and
Interactive Stories Science Fiction Video Games focuses on
games that are part of the science fiction genre, rather than set
in magical milieux or exaggerated versions of our own world.
Unlike many existing books and websites that cover some of the
same material, this book emphasizes critical analysis, especially
the analysis of narrative. The author analyzes narrative via an
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original categorization of story forms in games. He also
discusses video games as works of science fiction, including their
characteristic themes and the links between them and other
forms of science fiction. Delve into a Collection of Science
Fiction Games The beginning chapters explore game design and
the history of science-fictional video games. The majority of the
text deals with individual science-fictional games and the
histories and natures of their various forms, such as the puzzlebased adventure and the more exploratory and immediate
computer role-playing game (RPG).
Armor expert Zaloga enters the battle over the best tanks of
World War II with this heavy-caliber blast of a book armed
with more than forty years of research. • Provocative but factbased rankings of the tanks that fought the Second World War
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• Breaks the war into eight periods and declares Tanker's
Choice and Commander's Choice for each • Champions include
the German Panzer IV and Tiger, Soviet T-34, American
Pershing, and a few surprises • Compares tanks' firepower,
armor protection, and mobility as well as dependability,
affordability, tactics, training, and overall combat performance
• Relies on extensive documentation from archives, government
studies, and published sources—much of which has never been
published in English before • Supported by dozens of charts
and diagrams and hundreds of photos
A Universe Of Superheroic Adventure! Champions Universe is
the official Hero Games setting for Champions, the HERO
System game of superpowered roleplaying. The Champions
Universe is a compelling world, filled with unique and
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intriguing details to make campaigns more exciting and fun.
Legend
Blue Rose: the AGE RPG of Romantic Fantasy
Being an Impact Champion
The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Comic-Book Icons and
Hollywood Heroes
Complete
Gamers

Provides all the information necessary to create
villains and antiheroes in the Forgotten Realms
game setting.
This study takes an analytical approach to the world
of role-playing games, providing a theoretical
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framework for understanding their psychological
and sociological functions. Sometimes dismissed as
escapist and potentially dangerous, role-playing
actually encourages creativity, self-awareness,
group cohesion and "out-of-the-box" thinking. The
book also offers a detailed participant-observer
ethnography on role-playing games, featuring
insightful interviews with 19 participants of table-top,
live action and virtual games.
Dit is de eerste verzameling verhalen van Andrzej
Sapkowski met hekser Geralt in de hoofdrol. Dé
inspiratiebron voor de rol van Henry Cavill uit de
Netflix-hitserie The Witcher. De Laatste Wens is het
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eerste boek van Andrzej Sapkowski over de
avonturen van hekser Geralt. Een collectie korte
verhalen vol magie en monsters. Geralt valt
behoorlijk op, met zijn witte haar en doordringende
ogen, zijn cynische houding en totale gebrek aan
respect voor autoriteit... Maar hij is veel meer dan
zijn indrukwekkende uiterlijk doet vermoeden. Geralt
is een hekser, een man met magische krachten die
van hem een briljante vechter en een genadeloze
huurmoordenaar maken. Zijn doelwitten?
Verachtelijke monsters die het land terroriseren. Als
beschermer van de onschuldigen ontmoet Geralt
incestueuze koningen met ondode dochters,
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wraakzuchtige geesten, schreeuwende harpijen,
vampiers met relatieproblemen en wanhopige
demonen. Velen zijn kwaadaardig, sommigen zelfs
verdorven, maar het belangrijkste is dat de meesten
niet zijn wie ze lijken...
In een tijd voor Koning Arthur wordt er in de
koninklijke familie van Lyonesse, een van de
bakkeleiende koninkrijken die samen de mythische
archipel der Oude Eilanden uitmaken, een prinses
geboren. Suldrun groeit op tot een ietwat dromerig
meisje aan wie noch de complexe hofintriges, noch
de uithuwelijkingsplannen van haar ambitieuze
vader, koning Casmir, besteed zijn. Wanneer Suldrun
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naar een vergeten deel van de paleistuin verbannen
wordt, begint een weergaloos avontuur waarin
Grootmeester Jack Vance ons op zijn unieke manier
meeneemt van de kerkers van kasteel Haidion naar
het betoverde Woud van Tantrevalles met zijn
scharen halflingen, heksen, trollen en menseneters;
van de wispelturige elfen van de Thripsey Schoei
naar de landhuizen van wedijverende magiers en het
onneembare kasteel Tintzin Fyral. De Tuin van
Suldrun is het eerste deel van de vermaarde
Lyonesse trilogie, het Fantasy magnum opus van
Jack Vance. De Tuin van Suldrun is deel 52 van Het
Verzameld Werk van Jack Vance, uitgegeven door
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Spatterlight in het jaar van de honderdste
geboortedag van de schrijver. Omslagillustratie: Luc
Desmarchelier."
Your Complete Guide to Games on the Internet and
Online Services
Armored Champion
Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York
The Top Tanks of World War II
Dragons in the Stacks: A Teen Librarian's GUide to
Tabletop Role-Playing
Prima Official Game Guide

Aldis, the Kingdom of the Blue Rose, shines as a new light following
the dark age of the Sorcerer Kings. Now, envoys of the Soverign's
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Finest strive to protect Aldis. Aided by the rhydan - their psychic
animal allies - the champions of the Blue Rose guard the Light
against the power of the Shadow. This book gives your everything
you need to play.
"Who is the only NBA player to score 100 points in a game? What
team holds the league record with 33 wins in a row? What post
player was known for his signature move, the “Dream Shake”?
Learn the answer to these questions and more in The Best of
Everything Basketball Book."
Champions, the world's greatest superhero roleplaying game!
Champions 6th Edition for the HERO System is the ultimate guide
to creating heroes, having superheroic adventures, and creating
superhero campaigns. Soar through the skies, fight villains, and save
humanity from all kinds of fiendish menaces!
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Champions Universe
Dark Champions
How Obsolete Stats, Hidebound Thinking, and Human Bias Create
College Football Controversies
Games' Most Wanted
't Hooge Nest
Champion of Everscape
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